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What is Web Accessibility?  

Web accessibility enables everyone to utilize websites, regardless of personal capability or 
technology used. 
 
This means, for example, whether individuals are sight impaired, Deaf or hard of hearing, or 
have a mobility or cognitive impairment, and whether they use screen readers, refreshable 
Braille displays, the keyboard only or other assistive technologies or even mobile devices, 
they can still access and interact with information on the website or blog.  

 
Accessibility is not an absolute, but rather a continuum. The more accessible a blog is, more 
individuals can interact with it and participate in your blog’s community.  
 
Here, the words “website” and “blog” are used interchangeably. 
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Characteristics of Accessible Blogs 

The internationally recognized cornerstone for web accessibility is the Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 1.0 and now the WCAG 2.0. Many guidelines, policies and 
legal requirements are based on the WCAG.  
 

The foundation of the newly released Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 lies upon 
four guiding principles or characteristics of accessible websites:   
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1. Perceivable  Content must be perceivable through sight, hearing or touch. Since not 
everyone has the same abilities or equal use of the same senses, one of the main keys 
to accessibility is ensuring that content is transformable from one format into another, 
enabling your blog readers to perceive it in multiple ways.  

 

 

For example, text can 
be transformed into 
audio by text-to-
speech screen 
readers and into 
Braille by refreshable 
Braille displays.   
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Similarly, audio from videos and podcasts can be provided as text in the form of captions, 
which benefits those are Deaf, hard of hearing, as well as those who don’t understand your 
accent, or in the form of transcripts for individuals who are deafblind.  
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2. Operable  Content must be navigable or operable by various input methods. This 
means content must not be device dependent; for example, not mouse only. Not 
everyone uses a mouse. 
 
Individuals may use a keyboard or an onscreen keyboard, voice input – as in voice 
recognition software, switches controlled by the hand, foot or head, or numerous other 
input methods.  
 
 

Blogger Challenge 
 
Try unplugging your mouse and testing whether you can get 
everywhere and do everything on your blog using only your keyboard. 
If the content and other blog features are operable by the keyboard, 
chances are they are also operable by other input methods.  
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3. Understandable  Content and navigation must be understandable by your readers. 
This means writing the content in plain language, and using consistent and intuitive 
navigation.  
 
Because blogs use content management systems and themes, navigation, for the most 
part, is consistent.  
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4. Robust  Content needs to be robust. Robust content works across operating 
systems, different browsers, and even on mobile devices. Your blog readers should be 
able to choose their own technologies to access read and interact on your blog. This 
allows them to customize their technologies to meet their needs, including accessibility 
needs. Web content that requires a certain technology, such as a certain browser, may 
exclude visitors who either don't want to use that technology or cannot use it because 
of their disability. As a general rule, the more control your readers have, the more likely 
they will be able to access the content effectively.  

 
 
 

Blogger Challenge 
 
How does your blog look on a Blackberry or iPhone? 
 
For those who are still mobile device-challenged, like I am, enter your 
blog address into http://ready.mobi for an analysis of how your blog is 
likely to function on a mobile device. 

 
  

http://ready.mobi/
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An accessible blog is: 

Perceivable 

Operable 

Understandable 

Robust 
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Implementing the POUR principles puts your readers, your blog community, at the center of 
your blog. Blog accessibility is more than simply an application of technical requirements; it is 
very much about the human factor.  
 
Liz Strauss said it best in her blog post Perfect Blogs, 404 Errors, and Humanity, "The 
perfect blog is code filled with humanity." 
 

http://www.successful-blog.com/1/perfect-blogs-404-errors-and-humanity/
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3 tips for increasing the accessibility of your next blog post 

Much can be done to increase the accessibility of blogs. Like with many aspects of blogging, 
increasing and improving accessibility can be an on-going process. 
 
For now, I am going to share with you three simple ways to make your very next blog post 
more accessible.  
 
First, one caveat: Some of you may recognize a few screenshots used in the following 
pages. Please don't feel slighted in the least. Some of your blogs provide awesome 
examples of what not to do in terms of accessibility. Names have been withheld to protect 
the unenlightened!  
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Tip #1: Provide text equivalents for images 

Many people with sight impairments use text-to-
speech screen readers that read aloud text on the 
screen. Other individuals use refreshable Braille 
displays with tiny pins that raise and lower to convert 
text on the screen into Braille. These and other 
technologies enable people with sight impairments to 
effectively use computers. However, these 
technologies can not interpret information provided in 
an image. This information is inaccessible to these 
individuals.  
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The solution is to use text equivalents to 
provide the same information as that 
provided by images and graphics. In HTML 
(HyperText Markup Language) - one 
programming language used by blogs, the 
key to providing text equivalent is the alt 
attribute. Quite simply, the alt (meaning 
"alternative") attribute provides a brief 
description that serves as an alternative to 
an Image that is not viewed.  
 
In this example, an individual using a screen 
reader would hear "View from my home 
office window a few snow falls ago". Without 
an alt being provided, the individual would 
only hear "Image" and would be left 
wondering: An image of what?  
 
The alt attribute also benefits sighted individuals when the image does not load for 
whatever reason. Also, because the image is now also represented as text, Google and 
other search engines can search it.  
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How do I enter the alt attribute? 

Each blogging platform differs slightly in how the alt is added. In WordPress 2.7, when 
using "Add an Image", text entered into the Title or Caption field becomes the alt attribute. 
When text is entered in both fields, the Caption becomes the alt.  

Confused? Don't get me started about how WordPress handles images! 
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If you are using Microsoft Window Live Writer to write your blog 
posts, adding the alt is more straightforward. After choosing the 
image to insert, select the Advanced tab on the Picture panel.  
 
The image's filename appears as the default text in the "Alternate 
text" field. Enter the alt text in that box. 
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In many programs, the filename is used 
as the default text for the alt. Imagine 
listening to “image-2009-047.jpg”. 
 
Totally useless!  
 
Unless you want this red-head haunting 
you late at night, be sure to change the 
default alt to one that is actually useful!  
 
For those comfortable using HTML, your 
code would like:  
 

<img 
src="http://www.example.com
/images/newimage.jpg" 
alt="Enter your text 
equivalent here"> 
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What shall I write for an alt attribute?  

Consider this image: 

The alt text from the blog read, "SOBCon08 Devoured; SOBCon09 in the Oven".  
 
What? Is SOBCon a food?  
 
Make the alt relevant to the image; for example, "Four SOBCon conference attendees deep 
in conversation”. Better yet, name the attendees. Their names then become searchable.  
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Other tips for writing alternative text  

 Ensure the wording is concise and terse. Avoid starting 
with phrases such as "This is an image of..." or "A photo 
of..." 

 Consider the length of the alt text within relation to the 
size of the image. If possible, the text should display 
within the image space when images are turned off. 

 For complex content (e.g., a chart, table or diagram) 
where the alt does not provide a complete text 
equivalent, the description can be included within the 
blog post. 

 Using a keyword or two, if appropriate, is acceptable.  

 Stuffing the alt with several keywords is Black Hat 
search engine optimization (SEO) and may eventually 
harm your search engine ranking.  

A good test to 
determine if a 
text equivalent 
is useful is to 

imagine reading 
your blog over 

the phone. What 
would you say 

when 
encountering 
the image to 

make the page 
understandable 
to your listener? 

Rule of thumb: An alt text should be 
no longer than 150 characters. If you 
use Twitter, consider an alt roughly the 
length of a tweet (140 characters). 
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Tip #2: Expand acronyms the first time used in a post 

Each field of knowledge has its own jargon and acronyms. However, acronyms can impede 
understanding for readers new to your blog. How many of these do you understand: 
 

 CES 

 SXSW 

 TED 

 SOB 

 GND 

 ADA 

 TAB 

 CP 

 AT 

 
The key to improving understanding is to expand an acronym the first time you use it in a 
post. Even though you may have expanded the acronym in several previous posts, visitors 
may enter your blog on any post, thus it is necessary to continue expanding acronyms in 
subsequent posts. 
 
For example: 
 

…South by Southwest Conference (SXSW)… 
 
…Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)… 
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To not leave you hanging in case you missed some of the previous acronyms, here they are 
expanded: 

 

 Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 

 South by Southwest Conference (SXSW) 

 Technology, Entertainment and Design (TED) 

 Successful and Outstanding Blogger (SOB) 

 Getting nothing done (GND) 

 Americans with Disabilities Act or American Dental Association (ADA) 

 Temporarily Abled-Bodied (TAB) 

 Cerebral palsy or Canada Post (CP) 

 Assistive technology (AT) 
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Tip #3: Make hyperlinks distinct and distinguishable 

Hyperlinks – the connectors linking individual blogs to the blogosphere – consist of two 
components that impact accessibility.  

The first is the appearance. Is the link perceivable? Can it easily be spotted? 
 
The second is the content or the wording of the hyperlink. Is it understandable, particularly 
when read out of context?  

Turning to appearance first, consider the following four examples. Which one most closely 
resembles hyperlinks on your blog?   
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Example #1: Links are indicated by colour only 

In this example, the link is indicated by a change in font colour. What if your readers are 
colour-blind or have low vision? 

Colour should not be the only visual means of conveying information.  
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Example #2: Links are faintly underlined  

In this example, the links are faintly underlined. Can you spot the hyperlinks? Look closely.  

If even your sighted readers have difficulty spotting your hyperlinks, what are the chances 
that readers with low vision will find them? 
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Example #3: Links are camouflaged by other coloured and underlined text 

In this example, is the hyperlink the dark blue text, the red text with underline, or the black 
text with underline?  

Unless your readers hover their mouse over the different bits of text, how do they know 
which text, if any, is the hyperlink?  
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Example #4: Links are the default hyperlink blue 

In the final example, the hypertext links are the default blue with blue underlining. Visited 
links become black text with black underlining – a nice feature letting readers know which 
links they have already followed.  
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Although there isn’t a definite consensus among the web accessibility gurus, the best 
practice is to indicate hypertext links by font colour and a noticeable underline to ensure the 
links are perceivable.  
 
This may mean balancing your blog’s aesthetics with usability and accessibility. Which do 
you value? Which is more beneficial to your readers?  
 
That is not to say a blog needs to be butt ugly to be accessible. Find the balance. Perhaps 
ask your readers what works best for them.  
 
Altering the appearance of your hyperlinks requires going into your style sheet (CSS), which, 
as a successful and outstanding blogger, you should be able to do. However, if the mere 
thought of messing with your style sheet causes you to break out in hives, I’d gladly help – 
for an exorbitant fee.  
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Moving onto the content component of hyperlinks… 
 
How many times do you skim an online article or blog post, looking for interesting or relevant 
links?  
 
Individuals with sight impairments using screen readers can have the software scan for 
hypertext links. However, oftentimes, the destination of the hyperlink is difficult to determine. 
Similarly, individuals with other types of disabilities may face other obstacles while trying to 
use hyperlinks. 
 
Web designers and bloggers can easily improve hyperlink accessibility by implementing the 
following three tips… 
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Tip #1: Make hypertext links informative when read out of context. 

Imagine what individuals using screen readers would hear in the following example: 

In this example, the links "Christa Couture" and "Click here" are meaningless when read out 
of context. These individuals do not have any clue where the links will take them. The links 
should be rewritten to read "British Columbia singer/songwriter Christa Couture" and "View 
event details". 
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Tip #2: Make hypertext links succinct. 

Imagine how time consuming the next link would be to listen to, if you are scanning for only 
links: 

Making an entire sentence a link is unnecessary and is sloppy. Links should be as concise 
as possible without sacrificing meaning. 
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Tip #3: Separate adjacent links with non-linked, printable characters. 

Imagine how confusing these two adjacent links would be if you had double vision or how 
difficult selecting the small links would be if you had a shaky hand: 

Adjacents must be separated by a printable, nonlinked character. 
 
In this example, rewrite "We’ve written many times on this blog…" (where each hyperlinked 
word points to a separate link) so that each hyperlink is a succinct phrase, separated from 
the others by a comma or a non-linked word such as “and”.  
 
Other printable characters that can be used for separating adjacent links include: 

 Punctuation 
 Pipe bar | 
 Brackets [ ] 
 Parentheses ( ) 
 Slash / 
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Additional Resources 

 CaptionTube Beta – a caption editor 
 Do It Myself Blog – Web Accessibility 
 Firefox Accessibility Extension  
 Simplified Web Accessibility Guide 
 WAVE Toolbar for FireFox – free web accessibility evaluation tool 
 Web Accessibility in Mind (WebAIM) 
 Web Accessibility Initiative 
 Web Accessibility Toolbar – for Internet Explorer 5+ 
 Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 

http://captiontube.appspot.com/
http://www.doitmyselfblog.com/category/web-accessibility/
https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/5809
http://www.workinfonet.bc.ca/webaccessguides/accessguide/index.htm
http://wave.webaim.org/
http://www.webaim.org/
http://www.w3.org/WAI/
http://www.visionaustralia.org.au/ais/toolbar/
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/
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About the Author 

Glenda Watson Hyatt discovered blogging four years ago. 
In doing so, this insightful yet humorous woman, who 
doctors labeled as "non-verbal" because of her cerebral 
palsy, found a way to communicate with the world. She 
found her voice. Known as the Left Thumb Blogger, her 
warm and welcoming blog increases awareness and 
understanding for improving accessibility for people with 
disabilities.  
 
After working for ten years with three levels of government, 
transit authorities and non-profit organizations to increase 
the accessibility of their websites for people with disabilities, 
Glenda is now combining her web accessibility expertise 
with her passion for blogging and her first-hand experience 
living with a disability to work with bloggers to create an 
accessible blogosphere.  
 
Blog: www.doitmyselfblog.com 

Twitter: www.twitter.com/GlendaWH   

http://www.doitmyselfblog.com/
http://www.twitter.com/GlendaWH
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I’ll Do It Myself 

Check out Glenda’s autobiography I’ll Do It Myself in which she intimately 
share my life story to show others cerebral palsy is not a death sentence, 
but rather a life sentence. 
 
 

Glenda has cerebral palsy. A lack of oxygen at 

birth meant she would not be able to walk, her 

hands would not function well and her speech 

would be almost impossible to understand. Her 

parents were advised to institutionalize her. She 

wouldn’t amount to anything, the experts said. 

 

Yet, this gutsy redhead proved them wrong. 

Glenda was integrated into a regular classroom 

long before mainstream was a buzzword. She 

went on to earn the Canada Cord, the highest 

award in Girl Guides, and the Outstanding Junior 

Student Award. The girl who could not walk won 

a gold medal in horseback riding! 

 

How did she do it? Read Glenda’s inspiring 

autobiography I’ll Do It Myself! 

http://www.doitmyselfblog.com/ill-do-it-myself-the-book/
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